Abstract—Software development process is a complex sequence of actions having source code of working system as a result. All project participants should track changes in source code during work process to know what’s happening. However to make “manual” code review everyone should have corresponding technical skills and a lot of time to spend.

This work describes usage of automated source code changes classification aimed to control source code evolution. The method bases on statistical clusterization of change metrics. In this work we show usage of automatic classification of changes to optimize code review and code change control on final development stages. Development process report building is also shown.

Index Terms—Programming, Project management, Software metrics, Code Changes Classification

I. INTRODUCTION

The most important software development project’s asset is its source code. Almost all modern software projects keep all history of source code changes in special repository of source code versioning system. Unfortunately this information is available only for that project participants, who has been trained for source code analysis, i.e. mostly for developers. While testers, managers and other specialists are also work on project and are also interested in information, retrieved from source code in the form of functionality lists for concrete version, different kinds of reports, etc. Moreover source code change history analysis is hard because of a lot of incoming information. For example, source code versioning system repository of real project contains lots of small, insignificant changes, making analyzer’s task complicate.

Automated classification of changes, as an additional tool, helps to increase source code history analyzer’s performance. For example usage of automated source code change classification helps to filter out unimportant changes for analyzer. Developer or development team leader can find changes, lead to new functionality and focus on them.

Using automated change classification team leader can automate restriction of particular classes of changes on the defined development stages. For example he can set up automated classification tool to notify him when new functionality was added on the final testing stage, what should be usually prohibited.

This work also provides several use cases of automated source code changes classification for that project participants, who are not directly work with source code. Automated changes classification gives testers an opportunity to get information about changes, in which new functionality was added, bugs fixed in the form of source code or comments, provided with changes by its developer. Project manager can build reports with change distribution on classes.

So usage of automated source code changes classification leads to increase of speed and quality of code review. Also it provides additional mechanisms to control development project state.

Method of automated source code changes classification, described in this work, bases on source code change metrics clusterization using k-means algorithm by MacQueen [1]. Classification adequacy proved on the experiment, provided in [1]. Coefficient of agreement Kappa [3] there was equal to 0.79. This value is on the border between significant and excellent agreement rate of expert and automated classification methods.

II. AUTOMATED CHANGE CLASSIFICATION USE CASES

Automated source code changes classification can be useful for all software development project members. Use cases of automated source code changes classification provided below.

A. Usage of changes classification by developer

Common software developer often faces to the need of reviewing lots of source code changes. It takes place, for example, when he’s starting to work on a project with existent development history or just after vacation. In such cases he has to read every change comment carefully and if there is not enough information, than look through change contents. This process can be very time expensive.

Automated change classification will relieve him from need to dive in every change details. It will be enough to choose change classes interesting to him and look through changes, belonging to the specified classes. Figure 1 shows scheme of code changes review with selected change class filter.
Automated classification of code changes can help developer to localize errors, inserted in source code in some time period. In this case developer should extract classes of changes, potentially affecting chosen module and find the change, which break it capacity for work.

**B. Usage of changes classification by development team leader**

Good development team leader performs regular code reviews and control all changes at the current development stage. Code review is a very useful practice. It is source code look-through trying to find errors and style, design and other problems. This practice can help to discover and fix a lot of problems on early development stages, while these fixes don’t become very time expensive. Change control on current development stage is to reject changes, potentially able to destabilize system on important development stages. That’s why, for example, new feature implementation on the final development phases is inadmissible.

Let’s examine code review task. One of common actions to keep code quality high is permanently review changes, made by developers. Average developers team generates a lot of code changes, which can lead to physical inability of team leader to review all changes. Table 1 provides data about number of changes in different projects for the same period of time. In some projects number of changes can be extremely high.

In table 1 you can see change count for period about one month for three projects: GUI for Subversion TortoiseSVN [4], client-server application for fleet monitoring Navi-Manager [5], developed by author of this work in Transas Technologies company and window system for Linux and Unix KDE [6].

During review of big number of changes reviewer choose only the most important changes for review basing on the text of change comments. However, choosing changes only by comments, provided by change author, may lead to misses of some important changes with non-clear or inadequate comments. This is the way to miss control of product quality.

Solution of this problem is in usage of automated source code changes classification. Code changes review with usage of additional information about change class gives ability to filter out changes that are not interesting for team leader for more precise study of important changes.

Let’s examine task of changes control on current development stage. During its implementation software product has several stages. For example release preparation stage called stop code allows any bug fixes. This stage is needed to stabilize product before its release.

When all found bugs were fixed, stage freeze code is declared, when only critical bug fixes can occur. For stability control it needs to review each change by at least one team member except change author. This state lasts for installed product version while it is being supported.

Every development stage limits development process with some restrictions. For example during stop code and freeze code stages developers should fix bugs with no new features implementation.

Automated code changes classification can be used to automate process of control change classes on current development stage. To do this it is enough to provide information about available on current stage change classes and automated classifier will do the rest. Fig. 2 shows scheme of module, controlling change classes on current development stage.

**C. Usage of changes classification by white-box testing team**

In this section we will discuss only white-box testing (for example, unit testing). Usage automated source code changes classification for black-box testing (for example, acceptance testing) is not yet appropriate.

During their work testers communicate to developers to understand project state more clearly. Testers often have not enough information about new functionality and bugs fixed in concrete product version. Sometimes they have only one way to get precise list of new features and bug fixes in concrete...
version. This way is to ask developer to look through all code changes starting from time when previous version was shipped to the time of version of interest. Usage of automated source code change classification dramatically decreases time of such request execution by filtering out all change classes except new functionality and bug fix.

D. Usage of changes classification by project manager

Project manager is interested in hi-level development process parameters. Information about what part of changes was made for new functionality implementation, comparing to refactoring and bug fixes will help to measure work effectiveness. Fig. 3 shows change distribution by classes for Navi-Manager project during one month of new functionality implementation stage. Looking on fig. 3 one can conclude that Navi-Manager project has not enough progress in new features implementation because of main developer forces where focused on bug fixes, not on new features implementation.

III. CODE CHANGES CLASSIFICATION

In this work it is suggested to use source code changes classification method, allows to automate separation of semantically different changes basing on values of metrics of source code. For example source code change can belong to one of the following classes: new functionality implementation, refactoring, bug fix, cosmetic change. There are several methods of source code change classification. They can be divided into following groups [7]:

– informal methods – such methods as automatic change classification by comment analysis [8][9], refactoring detection method [10];

Automated method of source code change classification [2], described in this work, bases on clusterization of metrics values of source code using method k-means MacQueen [1]. Result of this method work is set of source code changes divided on predefined number of clusters. Each cluster corresponds to particular class of changes.

A. Change classification task formalization

We define here source code change as mapping \( \delta \), transforming state of source code \( S_{i} \) to state \( S_{j} \). Let \( C = \{c_{i}\} \) is a set of source code change classes, defined by an expert. Expert manually classifies any set of changes, providing for each change \( \delta \), appropriate class \( c \). Although this process is hard and time expensive, we’ll try to automate it, using expert’s knowledge only once at method study stage.

Here we suggest an algorithm of automated changes classification (expert – a human expert, tool – an automatic tool for changes classification):

1. An expert chooses learning set of changes – some subset of full set of changes.
2. A tool performs change metrics sets calculation, and clustering of change metrics sets of learning set of changes.
3. An expert builds cluster interpretation – assigns expert class for every cluster built on learning set of changes.
4. After these steps a tool can automatically classify any set of changes (within the same project, from witch learning set was extracted) by performing step (2) of this algorithm and than using cluster interpretation, built on step (3) to automatically assign every changes from each cluster appropriate class.

Automated classification function \( I_{\delta} \) transforms set of source code changes \( \{\delta_{j}\} \) to the set of their classes \( \{c_{j}\} \):

\[ I_{\delta} : \{\delta_{j}\} \longrightarrow \{c_{1}, c_{2}, ..., c_{n}\} \]

Here we treat function \( I_{\delta} \) as composition of clusterization function \( I_{Q} \) and cluster interpretation function \( I_{C} \):

\[ I_{\delta} = I_{Q} \circ I_{C} : \{\delta_{j}\} \longrightarrow \{q_{1}, q_{2}, ..., q_{m}\}, \]

\[ I_{C} : \{q_{1}, q_{2}, ..., q_{m}\} \longrightarrow \{c_{1}, c_{2}, ..., c_{n}\}, \]

where \( Q = \{q_{j}\} \) is a set of clusters \( q_{j} \).

Clustering function \( I_{Q} \) transforms set of changes \( \{\delta_{j}\} \) to the set of clusters \( \{q_{j}\} \). Cluster interpretation function \( I_{C} \) transforms set of clusters \( \{q_{j}\} \) to the set of change classes \( \{c_{j}\} \).

This is two-step process: first split changes by clusters, than interpret all changes from each cluster as a change class.

Clustering function can be built using MacQueen k-means algorithm [1]. Clustering algorithm groups code changes in similarity clusters. Similarity here is proximity between change metric sets. Clustering algorithm treats each change metrics vector \( \langle M_{\delta_{j}} \rangle = \langle M_{1\delta_{1}}, M_{2\delta_{1}}, ..., M_{n\delta_{1}} \rangle \) as point in n-dimensional space and splits these points on predefined number of clusters basing on proximity between points.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric Symbol</th>
<th>Metric Name</th>
<th>Change Metric Effect and Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>eLOC</td>
<td>Effective Lines of Code</td>
<td>Number of lines of code without empty lines and comments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>Cyclomatic Complexity</td>
<td>Number of linear independent execution paths [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CS</td>
<td>Classes / Structures</td>
<td>Number of classes or structures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. Code changes distribution by classes.](image-url)
Metric $M'$ of the change $\delta_i$ may be defined as difference between source code metric $M$ values of changed code $S_{r+1}$ and original code $S_r$:

$$M' = MS_{r+1} - MS_r.$$  

In this work we used set of change metrics, based on three source code metrics defined in table 2.

### B. Clusters interpretation

Choosing learning set of changes, $k$-means clusterization method parameter number of clusters and building cluster interpretation function $I_{10}$ are expert tasks in current research. Interpretation function can be built by choosing several changes from each cluster and expert classification of these changes to make a conclusion about what class of changes represents this cluster. This task is significantly less time-expensive than original classification task because there are not so many classes on practice to be extracted.

During interpretation function building expert analyses some source code changes of each cluster and changes comments. As a result expert defines class $c_q$ which is appropriate for analyzed cluster $q_i$. When there’s no way to classify one cluster unambiguously than it needs to choose other set of metrics and/or set of classes.

After function $I_{10}$ has been built for some set of changes, classification of other changes of the same project can be performed in automatic mode without an expert.

### IV. Conclusion

Described method can be used by participants of almost any software development project. A tool was developed to support automation of code changes classification. On the moment of the publication it supports only one version control system Subversion and programming languages C++, C#. This tool allows calculating changes metrics based on cyclomatic complexity [13], effective lines of code, and common number of classes or structures.

Code changes classification experiment was set up in [2], and Kohen’s agreement rate [3] between human expert and automated classifier was measured: $k=0.79$. This value shows agreement strength of changes classification method based on metrics clustering and human expert between significant and excellent.

Described method faces with mixed changes problem, consisting of several changes with different nature. Change classification method not always can correctly classify such changes. But probably complex non-clear changes should be avoided in good development process. When exist, these changes make code review and other work with history harder. Problem of mixed changes separation during clustering is to be solved in future research. Other problem left for future research is clustering stability problem in long-term analysis.

Changes classification method, based on change metrics have several advantages, comparing to other change classification methods:

- **Objectiveness:** Analysis is performed on source code itself, not on change comments, as, for example in automatic change classification by comment analysis [8], [9].
- **Ability of tuning:** Different sets of metrics can be chosen for classification automation, depending on target classification [2]. Other methods allow change classification only by given set of classes, although in some of their [8],[9],[11] not very big amount of additional work can be performed to add new classes of changes.
- **Adaptivity:** Resulting number of clusters and expert classification of learning changes set passed to clustering method. With this data project specific classes of changes can be extracted thanks to data-mining techniques (McQueen clustering) used in suggested in this article method. Other methods of changes classification, described here, possibly except [8],[9], cannot be simply adapted to specific project.
- **Formality:** Change classification bases on formal statistic methods, while some informal methods, bases on heuristics of special words usage (as “bug”, “fix”, “refactor”, etc) in comments [8],[9] or metrics values changes by specific rules [10].
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